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MASAC RECOMMENDATIONS ON THE IQPP AND QSEAL PROGRAMS
 OF THE PLASMA PROTEIN THERAPEUTICS ASSOCIATION

The following recommendations were approved by the Medical and Scientific
Advisory Council (MASAC) of the National Hemophilia Foundation on March 7,
2003, and adopted by the NHF Board of Directors on March 8, 2003.

The Plasma Protein Therapeutics Association (PPTA) is a worldwide association of
manufacturers of products from human plasma such as clotting factor concentrates.

In 1991, the PPTA initiated what is now known as the International Quality Plasma Program
(IQPP) certification program for donor collection facilities.  IQPP certification incorporates a
number of standards and objectives relating to the quality of a facility’s donors and its plasma
collection operations.  These standards and objectives include
1) a qualified donor standard, 2) donor screening for drugs of abuse, 3) recruiting of donors
from the local community and avoidance of persons with known high risk activities, 4)
participation in the PPTA National Donor Deferral Registry (NDDR),
5) personnel training and education, 6) facility standards, 7) viral marker standards,
8) testing laboratory criteria, and 9) inspection and compliance procedures.

In 1997, the PPTA implemented what is now known as the Quality, Safety, Excellence,
Assurance and Leadership (QSEAL) certification program for manufacturers.  PPTA
originally adopted four voluntary standards related to the collecting, processing, and testing of
source plasma for use by PPTA members to manufacture clotting factors.  These standards
include 1) nucleic acid testing (NAT) of source plasma for HIV, HBV, and HCV; 2) use of
only qualified donors (donors that pass physical and laboratory testing twice); 3) 60-day hold
on all plasma to allow for retrieval of any suspect unit; and 4) viral marker standards that all
source plasma must meet.  In 1999, the PPTA added a fifth standard, to implement NAT for
parvovirus B19 as soon as feasible.  These standards go beyond what is required by law; thus
adherence to them is voluntary.  In 2000, the PPTA began QSEAL certification of those
plasma fractionators that adhere to these PPTA Voluntary Standards.

MASAC supports the IQPP and QSEAL certification programs as important ways to ensure
that only the highest quality plasma is collected and used for manufacture of plasma-derived
clotting factor concentrates.  MASAC strongly encourages all those facilities who collect
plasma for fractionation into plasma concentrates to become certified under the IQPP program
and those manufacturers who fractionate source plasma to become certified under the QSEAL
program. Furthermore, MASAC strongly urges those entities who fractionate recovered
plasma to rapidly implement a comparable quality and safety standards certification program.



This material is provided for your general information only. NHF does not give medical
advice or engage in the practice of medicine. NHF under no circumstances recommends
particular treatment for specific individuals and in all cases recommends that you
consult your physician or local treatment center before pursuing any course of treatment.
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